Release Notes: Version 4.6.03
FASTSTUDENT
Case: 44104 Add client override option to FASTSTU.PKGIMAGE
Added client override option to procedure retrieving images in case clients store images in custom locations.

Case: 44158 Graduation Application Warehouse Table
Created/Modified the following tables to support new Degree Application report:
1) Created new warehouse table SYNDEGREE_APPLICATIONS holding degree/graduation application information.
2) Created new warehouse table SYNDEGREEAPP_STATUS_CODES containing degree application status codes.
3) Added Graduation Application sequence number into SYNDEGREE_MAJOR_LIST.

Case: 44255 Student Account Balance filter issue
If the Amount filter was used on the student account balance report, the report generated an error. This issue has been resolved.

Case: 44343 Create Admissions SEM reporting page
A new reporting page has been created that pulls information from the Admissions archive materialized view. The purpose of this
page is to assist clients with building out reports and dashboard items to help with their strategic enrollment goals.

Case: 44349 Degree/Graduation Application Report
New report 'Degree Applications' displaying Degree/Graduation Application information now exists on the Convocation Menu.

Case: 44430 Performance improvement for Student Information warehouse step
Steps have been taken to speed up the loading of the Student Information warehouse table during the refresh.
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Client specific cases may or may not appear in this list, depending on their impact on the baseline applications and / or site specific settings.

Release Notes: Version 4.6.03
Global Changes That Affect All Applications
Case: 40674 Use .XLSX format when exporting to Excel
Improved the performance, scalability and file size of Excel exports by switching from the legacy .XLS format to the .XLSX format.

Case: 44078 Internal Object Access showing A, B, SYN version of WH tables
Multiple versions of warehouse tables were showing up on the Internal Object access page. This has been updated so that only
one version of each warehouse table exists.

Case: 44103 Excel upload to User/Role Assignment Page issue
Previously, if an Excel import was attempted which included an ID that was not available to be granted FAST access, the entire
process failed without providing an appropriate Excel error file. This has been resolved so that the offending IDs are identified
and can be removed from source Excel file and the import can be tried again.

Case: 44216 Abort auto-load of security roles if ERP is down
If the ERP system is down, the auto-load refresh job that grants access to security roles automatically will not run. It will leave the
data intact from the last time the job ran successfully.

Case: 44244 Filters control "Save" icon behavior inconsistent for drilled down to pages
The Save icon on Filter Options for individual filters will no longer display on 'drilled down reports', for example in Finance going
from Summary to Hierarchy to Summary by FOAPAL. This brings the behavior of the Save icon on 'drilled down pages' consistent
with Pinned Reports.

Case: 44254 Don't allow , or ' in Role ID
When creating a new Group/Role, the system will prevent users from entering a comma or quote in the Role ID field.

Case: 44315 Client Warehouse Builder - Table Name Bug
If a client created a new client warehouse table with a name length greater than 26 characters, the refresh would return a "No
Data Found" error. The client warehouse table builder has been modified to not allow new names longer than 26 characters.

Case: 44469 Issue populating filter controls when char(,) is in the data
When there are commas in the data used to build a Custom Report, and a Filter is setup for the column that contains commas,
the Filter logic was not properly handling the commas and not filtering correctly. Now Filters on Custom Reports can handle
commas in the dataset and correctly filter.
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